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Whether you’re seeking top-rated beaches, colorful cultures or ancient ruins, the Caribbean is your playground. Choose from
cruises to the Eastern or Western Caribbean, each featuring Princess® MedallionClass,® our innovative onboard experience that
takes service to a new level. From the family-friendly Caribbean Princess® to our award-winning private island resort, Princess
Cays,® and onboard programs that immerse you in island life, you’ll connect with the Caribbean in ways you never imagined.
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more ashore

11

11

destinations

31

departures

3

UNESCO World
Heritage Sites

FUN FACT

Late night on every
St. Thomas call

8

stops

at our private island
Princess Cays
®

4

The Belize Barrier Reef,

All itineraries offer
Princess

itineraries

MedallionClass®

on Caribbean Princess ®

a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is

190 miles long, second largest
in world (Australia's Great Barrier
Reef is #1) and largest in the
Northern Hemisphere.

We are staying atop health and safety protocols in our continuing effort to minimize the risk of exposure to COVID-19, which may impact our voyages and offerings, including amenities and itineraries.
All U.S. voyages are subject to CDC Cruise Travel Advice which is available at princess.com/advisory.

top reasons to experience the
caribbean with Princess
®

1 Explore the Eastern and

Western Caribbean

Magens Bay Beach, St Thomas

Sail this summer to the unique regions of the Eastern and Western Caribbean. Enjoy the most
popular beaches in the world in the Eastern Caribbean. Take a deep dive into local culture, and
discover the ancient Mayan ruins of the Western Caribbean. And with our 14-day cruises, you
have the option spend time exploring more of both of these distinct locales.
Best Cruise Line Itineraries — Recommend Magazine, 15-time winner

2 Island hop through the Caribbean

Spend your summer vacation island hopping through the Caribbean visiting multiple islands.
Embrace the laidback island life, taste new foods and dance to local melodies with our
onboard program, Rhythm of the Caribbean. Enjoy activities from concerts to crafts, Parrots
in the Piazza and more. The whole family will love Shark Week with engaging presentations
by shark experts and shark-themed activities. Try cuisine with a diverse fusion of flavors
drawn from the Caribbean’s coast, including dishes like Jamaican jerk chicken, red snapper
and Creole black mussels.

Tulum, Mexico

3 Fun for the whole family

The Caribbean is a perfect destination for families. Together you’ll enjoy adventures such
as swimming with stingrays, snorkeling above a shipwreck and ziplining through the jungle.
On board, play the steel drums, explore Discovery at SEA activities for all ages, or watch a
blockbuster on Movies Under the Stars.®

4 Princess Cays® — relaxation defined

Imagine a whole day at a private island resort in the Bahamas where all you have to do is relax.
Connect with your favorite people in a brightly colored bungalow. Feed stingrays or paddle
through the lagoon in a clear-bottom kayak. And with MedallionClass® you can have drinks or
sunscreen delivered straight to you, plus onboard drink packages carry over to the island.

Princess Cays®

BOOK NOW! Visit princess.com
Call 1.800.PRINCESS (774.6237)
Contact your TRAVEL ADVISOR
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Simplified. Personalized MedallionClass

®

A Princess® MedallionClass® vacation takes service to the next level with faster boarding,
doors that unlock as you approach and the ability to order whatever you need, delivered to
you. Get the most out of your vacation through digital experiences that personalize your
cruise, making it effortless and even more enjoyable.

